PROPOSAL YAYASAN KASIH MANDIRI BERSINAR – JAKARTA
SMP/SMK SCHOLARSHIP 2022
Van: Ramos Aruan [mailto:ramos.aruan@gmail.com]
Verzonden: dinsdag 12 april 2022 05:19
Aan: Anton Vandeursen
CC: Kasih Mandiri <ykmbersinar2019@gmail.com>; anneke van deursen jolanda vd heijden mirte
vandeursen StichtingKPI@gmail.com SKPI <stichtingkpi@gmail.com>; Onderwerp: SKPI - YKMB Ende

INTRODUCTION: DONOR CLARIFICATION
Dear Om Anton
CC: SKPI Board Member
Greetings.
Thank you for supporting our children in YKMB so far, we are glad to become SKPI's extension hands
to distribute scholarships in Indonesia.
By this email, we would like to clarify and give a chronology and optional proposal for Scholarship
Ende 2021/2022.

CHRONOLOGY YEAR 2021:
1. 15 March 2021, we received the donation from SKPI 6317 EURO for Ende.
2. May 2021, Suster Alexa received a leap to expand missionary activities to Sintang. This is a
very crucial momentum for YKMB after 25 years of struggling to exist in social activities and
also getting a religious acceptance from Indonesia's Catholic Bishopric. Sintang Bishop
accepts YKMB to expand missionary activities in Sintang territory, and we are very happy
about that.
3. Consequences of accepting Sintang Missionary activities are leaving Ende missionary
activities. Resources are our main concern.
4. This Ende to Sintang plan was already mentioned in both previous emails and Whatsapps and
we stated to keep the donation in our hands until the proposal Sintang submitted and
approved by SKPI.
5. However, the SIntang situations comes so challenging for us. YKMB decided to provide (buy)
our own land property, build our own dormitory, and run the operation. And we decide not
to provide any scholarship proposal yet. On the other hand, we have already provided a
Dormitory proposal for local Indonesian.
Based on the above condition, today (Monday, 11 April 2022), I meet Bunda Alexa in YKMB Jakarta to
discuss and check that money is still there.
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We have not absorbed the Ende scholarship donation for Sintang Scholarship yet nor for any other
purpose.

Herewith are some points we would like to propose to SKPI to consider and
decide:
1. We will refund back the amount to the SKPI bank account.
2. Or, If SKPI is still open for any backdate report, we would propose to use the donation to
YKMB Jakarta SMP/SMK Scholarship 2021/2022 (backdate and ongoing until June 2022).
However, we never submitted this proposal before, and please advise if this backdate
proposal and report are appropriate for SKPI system.
3. Or, we will submit a new proposal for YKMB Jakarta SMP/SMK Scholarship 2022/2023. The
studying period will be started on next July 2022 to June 2023.
4. Or, we will submit our current Sintang Dormitory Construction Proposal and the donation
will be redirected to this purpose.
That's all our responsibility to Om Anton and SKPI about YKMB Ende 2021/2022 donation, kindly
advise which is proper for Om Anton and SKPI.
Again, we apologize for this issue.
Hopefully, Om Anton and SKPI keep considering YKMB as a potential donation recipient in the future.
Stay healthy.
Regards,
Ramos Aruan
on behalf of Suster Alexa Yonsion, YKMB, and BSMC.

OUR PROPOSAL FOR YKMB-JAKARTA SMP/SMK SCHOLARSHIP
JULY – DECEMBER 2022 (1st semester 2022-2023)
Introduction:
The SKPI had approved (14-4-2022) point 3 from our proposal, because according to goals of the
SKPI, she does not invest in real estate or anything similar.
The SKPI invest in the future of vulnerable children by providing them with an education, so that they
later have the opportunity to lead a free and independent life together with others.
Elaboration of point 3
a. YKMB would use a part (about half of) of the donation that YKMB received in March 2021 for
the year 2022.
Which means, for the 1st semester of the 2022-2023 school year, and the rest (the other
half) of this donation for the 2nd semester 2022-2023.
In the report about 2022, YKMB would mention who, which children (SMP/SMK - Jakarta)
and how much children had received a SKPI-scholarship. (A new proposal is not necessary)
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The SKPI will receive this report in October/November 2022.
b. Consequently:
The proposal for a new SKPI-Scholarschip – Jakarta 2023 SMP/SMK consists of
(1) the application for the 2nd semester 2022-2023 (already received in March 2021) and
(2) the application for the 1st semester 2023-2024 (to be applied for).
The SKPI will receive this new application in October/November 2022.
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